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Developers are under increasing pressure to deliver projects against tight schedules while keeping build costs to a minimum.
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This comes at the same time as Building Regulations become ever more stringent, particularly where Part L and sustainability
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targets are concerned. Mark Gray, technical manager, Insulslab SFRC, discusses the challenges facing developers, and explains
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Project Profile
Not only is Insulslab SFRC proven to save over £1,000 per plot on foundation costs
One of the latest innovations to launch to market is the fully integrated foundation system. Constructed of expanded polystyrene (EPS) pods and
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The very nature of an integrated system delivers efficiency savings on-site by simplifying the installation process. As compared with traditional
foundation systems such as beam and block or raft, integrated systems require minimal ground excavation. This translates into the following benefits:
reduced labour time and costs; less spoil to cart away or manage on-site; the ground is ready to build on much quicker. Moreover, fully integrated
systems deliver the foundation up to ground floor slab – without the need for an additional insulation layer. The EPS pods are an inherent part of
ourbut they also deliver thermal insulation far superior to traditional floor build-ups.
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the nature of the buildings. As the foundation structure is laid out by simply putting the EPS pods in place, and casting the SFRC on top, the system
also streamlines the integration of service lines.
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new build extensions, such as schools and leisure centres. Lawrence Sheriff School in Rugby has already benefited from using an innovative
integrated foundation system for its changing room extension.
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Insulslab SFRC, a modern, super-insulated foundation system, was specified for a new build extension at Lawrence Sheriff School, Rugby.
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Project Profile
Not only is Insulslab SFRC proven to save over £1,000 per plot on foundation costs
In practice, the site team found it easy
to accurately cut the Insulslab expanded polystyrene (EPS) pods to house all 23 services – this element of
(based on an average plot size of 50 sq/m) when compared to traditional raft or beam
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The benefits of using Insulslab SFRC in this application were far reaching. For example, Insulslab SFRC provided a system that accommodated
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controlled ‘just-in-time’ delivery of components, which avoided any disruption to the school operations. In addition, the efficient
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Insulslab SFRC allowed follow-on trades of bricklayers to commence work immediately, which contributed to an overall reduction in the
construction programme.
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